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Abstract Cell enumeration in peripheral blood smears and cell are widely applied in biological and pathological practice. Not every area in the smear is appropriate for enumeration due to severe cell clumping or sparseness arising from smear preparation. The automatic selection of good areas for cell enumeration can reduce manual labor and provide objective and consistent results. However, this has been infrequently studied and it is often difficult to count the exact number of cells in the clumps. To select good areas, we do not have to do this. Instead, we measure the goodness of such areas in terms of the degree of cell spread and the degree of clumping. The later is defined based on the distances and linking strengths of local voting peaks generated in the accumulator space after multi-scale circular Hough transforms. Support vector machines are then applied to classify the image areas into good or non-good classes. We have validated our method over 4500 testing cell images and achieved 89% sensitivity and 97% specificity.



1. Introduction Peripheral blood smears are widely used in biological and pathological applications. They are usually prepared using the wedge technique [1] where a wedge is pulled to spread a drop of blood sample on a glass slide. This produces a gradual decrease in thickness of the blood from thick to thin ends with the smear terminating in a feathered edge [2]. In the thick end, most of the cells are clumped and in the feathered end, cells are very sparse. Correspondingly, there are



three typical types of areas in terms of cell separated: clumped, good and sparse, as shown in Fig.1. We use the term good working areas (GWAs) to refer to those areas within the thin sections having enough but wellseparated representative components (such as cells) with acceptable morphology [3,4]. The purpose of cell enumeration in some areas is to estimate the relative differential cell counts in all the areas in the entire smear. Cell counting in clumps is nontrivial, whether by a model-based method or a shape-concavity-analysis method [5,6]. The idea is to avoid the clumped areas and the sparse areas, i.e., to select GWAs for the enumeration. Automatic GWA detection is desired just as automatic cell counting. To select GWAs, we have to examine the degree of cell clumping before actual cell enumeration. At first glance, it seems that this is a chicken-and-egg problem: If we do not know the number of cells in a clump, how can we know the degree of cell clumping? However, detection of GWAs does not require knowing the exact number of cells. The key is to estimate the degree of cell clumping. Automatic GWA detection was infrequently studied. Reference [3] used the ratio of the total object area over the total object perimeters and set an intuitive threshold to classify GWAs. Reference [4] also adopts intuitive thresholds but these are based on unreliable pale-central-zone features. We avoid this by using reliable features and introducing a cascaded classification approach [7] with experimentally determined classification parameters. We further integrate features across scales and define a spatial distribution of cells to characterize cell spread properties [8]. Both methods achieved better results



Our method constitutes four steps: 1) image preprocessing and edge detection, 2) multi-scale Hough transformation, 3) salient points clustering and feature extraction, and 4) parameter learning and area classification.



over existing approaches [3,4].



2.1. Preprocessing



(a)



(b)



Image preprocessing includes image enhancement by using adaptive grey-level adjustments and noise removal by using mathematic morphology operations. A common problem in our blood smear images is the color variation as seen Figs 1 and 2. Otsu’s binarization method [10] is robust to different illumination and colour changes and hence is adopted to produce binary images (Fig. 2). Based on the binary image f (i, j ) , f (i, j ) = 1 for cell pixels (i, j ) , f (i, j ) = 0 for non-cell pixels, we partition the image into non-overlapped regions. For each region R , let A( R) be its area, we define the cell spatial spread by



α=



∑



f (i, j ) /( A( R )) .



(1)



( i , j )∈R



(c) Figure 1. Typical cell-separation images: (a) clumped, (b) good, and (c) sparse The Hough transform [9] is a feature extraction technique in image analysis to detect the existence and positions of a certain class of parameterized shapes by a voting procedure to find local maxima in an accumulator space. This feature can be adapted to detect cell positions and to quantify the degree of cell clumping. In this paper we propose to apply an extended Hough transform and quantify the cell clumping in the transformed space for automatic GWA detection and area classification. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will describe our methods used for cell clumping quantification and area classification. Section 3 explains our validation experiments and presents the results. We discuss the results and conclude the paper in the last section.



2. Methodology



Figure 2. The original image and its binary version.



2.2. Multi-scale circular Hough transform Early Hough transform was used to detect lines and circles. Later it has been generalized to identify positions of arbitrary shapes, such as ellipses [11]. Here we assume cells are round and we use the circular



Hough transform (CHT) to detect them, especially in cell clumps. In applying CHT, image edges are detected and a circle of a given radius (i.e. the circle scale) is formed in the accumulator space. The local peak points will be defocused if the radius is not the same as the actual circle object or the object is not circular. In our images, since cell sizes actually vary in a certain range and generally are in the shape of ellipses, we adopt an extended Hough transform [12] which forms different sizes of co-center circles in multiple radii, called multiscale circular Hough transform (MSCHT). Fig. 3 compares the classical single-scale CHT (SSCHT) and MSCHT. MSCHT is better than SSCHT as it covers the actual radius variations.



Figure 3. Single radius CHT and MSCHT



2.3. Salient points clustering and feature extraction An accumulator space example generated by using MSCHT is illustrated in Fig. 4 in pseudo color where the brighter the color the more the votes. Visual inspection reveals that the peaks (salient points) detected do not perfectly correspond to the constituent cells within a clump object. Instead, several centres are detected for individual cells. We introduce two methods to cluster the salient points and each cluster indicates an individual cell.



Figure 4. An illustration of an accumulator space using MSCHT



In the first method, clustering by setting cluster centre distance merges salient points below a predetermined threshold t between them. This is feasible because the defocus of accumulated centers is constrained in a certain range determined by the actual cell sizes. We decide t by learning from labeled cells in training images. The threshold used for this project is 25 (pixels). The number of clusters after such thresholding is an indicator of the number of cells in the image and we denote it by τ . The purpose of the second method is to merge those strong coherent local peaks as individual clusters. We compute the Euclidean distance of each pair of detected local peaks. Using the Euclidean distances, a hierarchical cluster tree is formed [13]. The inconsistency coefficient λ for each link of the hierarchical cluster tree is computed using the Euclidean distance as the dissimilarity metric. This coefficient characterizes each link in a cluster tree by comparing its length with the average length of other links at the same level of the hierarchy. The higher the value of this coefficient, the less similar the objects connected by the link. For leaf nodes, λ = 0 is set for nodes that have no child nodes. We have studied histograms of such coefficients in over 100 cell images in our work and found that typically there are two highest probabilities: one is at λ = 0 , and the other is about λ = 0.7 , as shown in Fig. 5. Here λ = 0 is trivial due to our settings. However λ = 0.7 seems to be a characteristic coefficient for our images. Hence we merge those local peak pairs with λ < 0.7 . In this way, we can compute a number of clusters, σ , which is a measure of the number of the constituent cells in an image.



Figure 5. A histogram of inconsistency coefficients



2.4. Parameter classification



learning



and



area



are complementary and can produce better performance when combined together, as shown in Table 1.



Using the number of clusters τ (or σ ), and the connected region found in the binary image f (i, j ) , we can quantify the degree of cell clumping. By using τ and σ , which quantifies cell clumping, and α which measures the cell spatial spread, we are ready to identify GWAs from smear images of the three classes – good, clumped or sparse. The one-against-others method is used to form three two-class support vector machines (SVMs). The maximum voting of the three is used to find the final classification results. During the training phase, the model parameters of the three twoclass SVMs are learned from training data. In the test phase, each test sample has three predictions of classes and the majority is the final decision.



3. Experimental results The images used in this work are taken from malaria-infected Giemsa-stained blood smears using an oil immersion 100x objective. The dimensions of these images are M=1024 and N=1280 (pixels). The parameters used to measure the performance of the method proposed are sensitivity (SE), specificity (SP) and positive predictive value (PPV). SE measures the portion of images from true good working areas which are correctly classified. SP measures the portions of images from non-good working areas which are classified negatively while PPV measures the portion of images classified as good areas and are really from good areas. The Canny edge detector (using a Gaussian with sigma equal to 1) is used before applying the MSCHT to each image. Here we employ the linear SVMs for classification [14]. In total, 64 images are used for training (19 Clumped, 25 Good, and 20 Sparse). The 4549 testing images (2387 Clumped, 1361 Good and 801 Sparse) are separate from those used for training. Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the scatter plots of the feature pairs for the training and the testing data, respectively. We observe that the clumping measurements τ and σ are able to differentiate the good areas from the clumped areas, not only for the training data, but also for the testing data. Our prime concern is to select the Good areas from all the acquired images. Table 1 shows the classification performance in terms of SE, SP and PPV values for the testing data. The spatial spread feature α has less sensitivity of GWAs but with excellent specificity. The other two clumping measures perform in a complement way. Hence the two types of features



Figure 6. Feature scatter plots of training data



Figure 7. Feature scatter plots of testing data



Table 1. Classification performance (%) for Good versus non-Good areas Features SE SP PPV α 77 99 97 τ 91 74 59 σ 91 74 60 α,τ 89 96 91 α,σ 89 97 92 α ,τ , σ 89 97 92



4. Discussion and conclusion Automatic GWA selection is desired for large scale cell enumeration in peripheral blood smears. One of the difficulties is to measure the degree of cell clumping and separate the good areas from the clumped. We have proposed to use the multi-scale circular Hough transforms to transform the cell image into the accumulator space and estimate the degree of cell clumping based on the distances and linking strengths of local voting peaks. Experiments show that the features work well to complement the cell spatial spread property. We note that the number of clusters is only an approximate, instead of the exact, number of cells in the clumps. Ideally, the CHT can detect exactly one single cell center for a circular object. Applying CHT on an ellipse, there will be more than one center detected. The more cells are there in a clump, the larger the number of clusters we could detect. In other words, both τ and σ can be approximated by an increasing function of the actual number of cell centers. Hence, we can use them to measure the degree of cell clumping. For future work, we aim to explore elliptical Hough transform for the detection of cell centers and estimate the clumping degree in GWA detection.
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